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Monday 5th February 2024 
Dear Parents and Carers, 
 
As part of our upcoming “Castles, Knights and Dragons” topic after Easter, we are pleased to inform you 
that we are planning an educational visit to Tamworth Castle on Tuesday April 30th 2024.  This will both 
support and enhance the children’s learning and historical knowledge and provide a very enjoyable and 
memorable experience.  Whilst at the castle, the children will take part in two workshops.  The first focuses 
on life inside the castle for a Lord and Lady, as well differences between rich and poor in castle times, and 
the second on the role of a knight. 
 
The cost of the trip is £13.00 and this will cover the cost of the coach, entrance and workshops. A 
percentage of this cost has been subsidised by the PTA. Whilst this payment is a voluntary donation, if we 
do not receive enough contributions then the visit will have to be cancelled.  If you feel you cannot afford 
to pay for this trip please contact the school office.  
 
The coaches will leave school at 9am and return at 3pm. Please arrive to pick up your child from the 
school playground at normal time of 3:15pm. Children will be dismissed from inside the school onto 
the playground as normal. 
 

Parent Pay has been set up to enable you to pay online. Paying by ParentPay acts as providing consent. 
All children are entitled to a free school cheese deli bag lunch. If you would like us to provide this please 
answer ‘YES’ in the other details questions when prompted during the payment process. If you answer ‘NO’ 
we will expect that you will send a packed lunch in with your child on the day. 

 
Could all payments please be made by Friday 12th April via ParentPay. 
 
Thank you for your continued support. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
Mrs L. Fussey 
Year One Team Leader  


